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Abstract. Realising contract-based applications from formal specifica-
tions with formal guarantees requires to show the adherence of a spec-
ification, the contract, to its implementation. Contract automata have
been introduced for specifying contract-based applications and synthesis-
ing their orchestrations as finite state automata. This paper introduces
CARE, a newly developed library for implementing applications specified
via contract automata, providing a runtime environment to coordinate
services implementing contracts.

1 Introduction

Contract-based applications enforce a separation of concerns between the spec-
ification of the interactions (i.e., the contract) and their implementation. From
a recent survey in the transport domain [18] it has emerged that the majority
of studies on formal methods propose specification languages, models and their
verification, whereas fewer focus on how to derive the finalised software from the
verified specification. The authors of [22] state that these interaction specifica-
tions “are not yet a feature of standard mainstream programming languages, so
software developers are not able to benefit from them”. In particular, realising
contract-based applications from specifications with formal guarantees requires
to show the adherence of an implementation to its specification, the contract.

Contract automata are a dialect of finite state automata used to formalise
the behaviour of services in terms of offers and requests [10]. A composition of
contracts is in agreement when all requests are matched by corresponding offers
of other contracts. A composition can be refined to one in agreement using the
orchestration synthesis algorithm [8,9], a variation of the synthesis algorithm
from supervisory control theory [25]. Contract automata abstract from the way
in which an orchestration is realised, and until now no examples of concrete
implementations were provided. Previously, in [7], a library called CATLib [13]
implementing the operations on contract automata (e.g., composition, synthesis)
was presented. A front-end of CATLib for graphically editing and operating on
contracts is also available [14], called CAT App.

Whilst CATLib and CAT App are used to specify applications as contract au-
tomata, this paper presents CARE [11], a newly developed library for implementing
applications specified via contract automata. CARE provides a runtime environ-
ment to coordinate the CARE services that are implementing the contracts of
the synthesised orchestration. Thus, CARE is the missing piece between specifi-
cations through contract automata and their implementations, to make explicit
the low-level interactions realising the prescribed actions.
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Related work. Other approaches to connect implementations with behavioural
types (e.g., behavioural contracts, session types) are surveyed in [2,21]. Our
approach is closer to [22,28], where behavioural types are expressed as finite state
automata of Mungo, called typestates [27]. The toolchain of Mungo and StMungo

is proposed to implement behavioural types specifications. Similarly to CARE,
in Mungo finite state automata are used as behaviour assigned to Java classes
(one automaton per class), where transition labels correspond to methods of the
classes. A tool similar to Mungo is JaTyC (Java Typestate Checker) [24].

An Eclipse plugin called Diogenes [4] allows to write specifications of services
as behavioural contracts using a domain specific language, verify them and gen-
erate skeletal Java programs to be refined using the Java RESTful Web service
middleware for contract-oriented computing presented in [6]. Both Diogenes and
StMungo generate skeletal Java programs from contract compositions or multi-
party session types, respectively, whereas CARE allows to adapt already existing
components to realise a new application in a bottom-up approach, fostering
adaptability and reusability of services.

CARE adopts a correct-by-design approach to implement a specification with
formal guarantees. The complementary approach infers a behavioural type from
an implementation, where guarantees hold if the typing succeeds. An algorithm
to infer a form of behavioural types from programs with assertions is discussed
in [29], where programs are written in Mool (Mini object-oriented language),
a simple Java-like language incorporating behavioural types. The inference of
behavioural types from Go programs is studied in [23]. Go is a language supporting
synchronisations on channels inspired by process algebra formalisms like CSP
and CCS [15]. The inference of behavioural types is thus facilitated by the chosen
languages, whilst extracting them from unconstrained Java programs is still a
challenge [26]. CATLib supports compositions of communicating machines, the
formalism of behavioural types used in [23], thus it could be used to suggest
amendments to the original Go programs by exploiting its synthesis algorithms.

Finally, the methodology proposed by CARE shares aspects with the synthe-
sis of monitors for runtime enforcement [1,19], and is similar to the automated
composition problem studied in [3,5,16,17], to which CARE and CATLib offer both
a runtime engine and tailored novel synthesis algorithms.

2 Contract-based Applications with CARE

We start by discussing the responsibilities of the business actors involved in the
overall realisation of contract-based applications using CARE.

Two main elements of CARE are the classes RunnableOrchestratedContract
and RunnableOrchestration. This last one is a special service that reads the
synthesised orchestration and orchestrates the RunnableOrchestratedContract
to realise the overall application. Each RunnableOrchestratedContract is a ser-
vice wrapper responsible for pairing the specification of a service (the contract)
with its implementation. This service is always listening and forks a parallel
process when entering an orchestration. During an orchestration, it receives ac-



tion commands from the orchestrator or other services, and invokes the cor-
responding action method. In case the invocation is not allowed by the con-
tract or if the contract is not fulfilled (e.g., by reaching an accepting state), a
ContractViolationException is raised registering the remote host that vio-
lates the contract. This guarantees both the adherence of the implementation to
the specification and the accountability in case of a contract violation.

Contract automata abstract from the way in which an orchestration is re-
alised. Crucially, offers and requests of contracts abstract from low-level messages
sent between services to realise them. CARE exploits the abstractions provided by
Java to allow its specialisation according to different implementation choices, us-
ing abstractions of object-oriented design. Some aspects to implement are choices
and termination. Currently a “dictatorial” choice (i.e., an internal choice of the
orchestrator, external for the services) and a “majoritarian” choice (services vote
and the majority wins) are two implemented options. CARE also provides default
implementations for the low-level message exchanges. Currently, two available
options are CentralisedAction, where the orchestrator acts as a proxy, and
DistributedAction, where two services matching their actions directly inter-
act with each other once the orchestrator has made them aware of a matching
partner and its address/port (see Sect. 2). The first actor is the provider of the
runtime environment, obtained by specialising CARE.

The second kind of actors are the service providers, which publish their
contracts, implemented by remote (non-disclosed) Java classes, and use a
RunnableOrchestratedContract to make their contract publicly accessible by
using CARE, whilst hiding implementation details. Service providers may choose
among different realisations of their RunnableOrchestratedContract, provided
by the first actor above. Notably, implementing each atomic action of a service
and designing the interaction behaviour through contract automata are two dif-
ferent concerns. The designer specifying interactions as contract is not required
to be an expert in the underlying implementation technology (e.g., Java sockets),
whilst the developer implementing actions and selecting the CARE configuration is
not required to be trained in the theory of contract automata. The specification
and implementation of a service can thus be seamlessly integrated using the fa-
cilities provided by CARE. Most importantly, when implementing the service, the
developer need not worry about the underlying low-level interactions between
services, potential deadlocks and other communications issues. This error-prone
implementation activity is already resolved by CARE. This separation also solves
the problem of “muddling the main program logic with auxiliary logic related to
error handling” (i.e., handling the Java communication exceptions) [20].

The third actor is the designer of the application. This is a user of both
the second and the first actor. The designer is responsible for specifying the
requirements of the application, and to find a suitable set of remote services
whose synthesised orchestration satisfies the desired requirements. Once the
contracts are discovered, the orchestration enforcing the requirements is au-
tomatically synthesised as a new contract. The application designer exploits
CARE, choosing a specific implementation of RunnableOrchestratedContract,
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Fig. 1. From left to right, the contracts of Alice and Bob, and their orchestration
enforcing the given requirement.

passing as arguments the addresses of the services, as well as the synthesised
orchestration. Formal results from contract automata theory guarantee that no
ContractViolationException will ever be raised at runtime. Finally, note that
one individual could take the roles of more actors if needed (e.g., designing a
global requirement, implementing a new choice and publishing a target contract).

Usage. We discuss the usage of CARE using a simple yet illustrative example
(its source code and a video tutorial are available from [12]). CATLib allows to
either import an automaton describing the requirement, or to implement it. The
requirement req specifies that an action coffee is observed after an action euro.

Consider now Fig. 1 (the automata have been constructed using CAT App).
The leftmost automaton is the contract of Alice and specifies that Alice offers
either a !euro or a !dollar to her partner. Then Alice requires ?coffee or
?tea, depending on which offer has been accepted. Such a contract can be inter-
preted as describing the interaction pattern of Alice, whilst abstracting away
from the actual implementation of each action. To declare the signature of each
contract action, CARE uses Java Interfaces, as shown below.

1 public interface AliceInterface {
2 public Integer coffee(String arg); public Integer tea(String arg);
3 public Integer euro(String arg); public Integer dollar(String arg); }

In the interpretation of contracts provided by CARE, each contract action is im-
plemented by a method of an interface, whose names are in correspondence. By
implementing the corresponding interface it is possible to pair the interaction
logic described in Fig. 1 (left) with an actual implementation, as shown below.

1 MSCA ca = new DataConverter().importMSCA(dir+"Alice.data");
2 RunnableOrchestratedContract alice = new DictatorialChoiceRunnableOrchestratedContract(ca,8080,
3 new Alice(),new CentralisedOrchestratedAction());

In line 1, the leftmost contract in Fig. 1 is imported (Alice.data) in one of
the formats supported by CATLib. The class Alice implements AliceInterface.
This implementation is paired with the corresponding contract in lines 2–3:
the service listens to port 8080 and CentralisedOrchestratedAction is the
chosen implementation of the low level interactions (see below). Notably,
RunnableOrchestratedContract will take care of the low-level communications,
abstracted away in Alice.java. In AliceInterface, each action requires an



argument (of type String) and returns a value (of type Integer). During ini-
tialisation, each label of the contract is extended with the information on the
types of parameters and returned values from the interface, as provided by the
class TypedCALabel extending a CALabel. This class also overrides the matching
between requests and offers to also take into account their types: the returned
value of the request must be of a super class of the parameter class of the offer
and vice versa. This guarantees that no ClassCastException will ever be raised
when invoking the actions. Note that the signature of each action declared by
the interface is not fixed, so other types can be used (e.g., JSon values). The
contract of Bob is the central automaton in Fig. 1.

The class RunnableOrchestration can be instantiated as follows:

1 RunnableOrchestration ror = new DictatorialChoiceRunnableOrchestration(req,new Agreement(),
2 Arrays.asList(alice.getContract(),bob.getContract()),Arrays.asList(null,null),
3 Arrays.asList(alice.getPort(),bob.getPort()),new CentralisedOrchestratorAction());

DictatorialChoiceRunnableOrchestration provides an implementation of
the branch/termination selection where the orchestrator autonomously selects
a branch. It is instantiated by passing as parameters the requirement req to
be enforced, the predicate on interactions among contracts (i.e., the property
of agreement), the list of contracts to compose, addresses and ports of the
RunnableOrchestratedContract of Alice and Bob, and an object of class
CentralisedOrchestratorAction implementing an OrchestratorAction. In
this example, services are run locally on the same host as the orchestrator. The
constructor of RunnableOrchestration uses CATLib functionalities to synthetise
the safe orchestration with the following instructions:

1 MSCA comp = new CompositionFunction(contracts).apply(pred.negate(),bound);
2 MSCA orc = new OrchestrationSynthesisOperator(pred,req).apply(comp);

Line 1 computes the composition of the retrieved contracts. The other two ar-
guments are optimisations to reduce the size of the composition. The parameter
pred is the agreement property. Transitions violating agreement (i.e., satisfying
pred.negate()) are not explored when computing the composition, and bound

is the bound to the depth of the computed automaton. In line 2, the synthesis
of the orchestration enforcing agreement (parameter pred) and the requirement
(parameter req) is applied. In this example, the contract of Bob is in agree-
ment with that of Alice (each request is matched by a corresponding offer).
The orchestration orc is the rightmost automaton in Fig. 1. After ror has been
instantiated, its method isEmptyOrchestration() is used to check if an agree-
ment among contracts exists, i.e., if the synthesised orchestration is non-empty.
During instantiation, RunnableOrchestration also interacts with all services
(using Java TCP sockets) to ensure that all share the same configuration, which
in this example is a dictatorial choice with centralised action. If this is not the
case an exception is thrown. Upon successful instantiation, ror can be executed.

We discuss the possible implementations of a match action in CARE, e.g.
[?coffee,!coffee], in which Alice is requesting a coffee and Bob is offering
a coffee. The sequence of service invocations of both the CentralisedAction

and DistributedAction implementations of CARE are displayed below.
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In both implementations, the method coffee of
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In the DistributedAction implementation,
the orchestrator communicates the chosen action
to both matching services, and the offerer is also
notified of a match (rather than an offer) action,
so that it can open a fresh port to interact with
the requester, which is notified of the address and
port of the offerer. Upon successful termination
of the interactions, each RunnableOrchestrated-
Contract updates its contract status, and the
orchestrator proceeds with the next invocation
according to the overall orchestration contract,
whose status is also updated. Of course, other im-
plementations are possible. CARE allows to tailor
the runtime environment to specific needs.

3 Conclusion

We have presented CARE, the first library for the realisation of applications from
contract automata specifications. The benefits of the methodology introduced
by CARE are listed. First, the separation of concerns between different actors,
providers and users that together cooperate to realise contract-based applica-
tions, with a customisable environment provided by CARE. Moreover, a separation
of concerns between formal methods experts specifying the expected behaviour
using automata, and developers implementing the actions while abstracting away
from low-level communications provided by CARE. Furthermore, the automatic
synthesis of the orchestration automaton satisfying the given requirements and
carrying formal guarantees on properties such as absence of deadlocks, reachabil-
ity of final states, absence of ContractViolationException. Finally, modularity
of an application composed by different services that are reusable in different ap-
plications and that can be adapted to satisfy different requirements through the
synthesis of a well-behaving orchestration.

Future work. CATLib already implements the synthesis of choreographies [9],
which CARE will support in the future. Although CARE has been developed in the
framework of contract automata, we plan to investigate the integration of this
technology with other behavioural types languages and tools (e.g., typestates).
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